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How to Use Vocabulary Cards

Dear learner,

You are looking at a set of vocabulary cards that I designed for you and other learners of
the Russian language. Memorizing new words is a big part of learning a new language. I
hope these cards will help you to expand your vocabulary.

Each card contains the following information:

- A word in Russian
- Its IPA transcription
- Grammatical properties of the word
- An English translation of the word
- A picture to illustrate the word

For different words, I put different grammatical properties. For nouns, I put gender,
because memorizing the gender of a noun is critical for correct word usage. For adjectives,
I put gender, too. Masculine is the default gender for adjectives in all Russian dictionaries,
so most adjectives in my cards are masculine. I decided to keep the gender notation for
adjectives because I want you to remember other genders, too. For verbs, I put their aspect,
i.e. perfective or imperfective.

The illustrations should help you to memorize the words easier. When you associate a
word with an image, your memory retains the new information longer.

You downloaded the set as a PDF. Now you can print it out and cut them into actual cards.
For many people, including me, having a physical object to touch promotes memorization.
You can shuffle the cards, pin them to your cord board, and use them the way you would
use usual flash cards. Close the left part of the card with your palm so that you could only
see the picture - can you recall a word? Do you remember its grammatical properties? If
you want to add word usage, context, or any other notes, you can use the back of the card.

I wholeheartedly recommend spaced repetition. Spaced repetition is a technique that
incorporates increasing time intervals between each review of a flashcard. In this method,
newly introduced and more difficult flashcards are shown more frequently, while older and
less difficult flashcards are shown less frequently. The use of spaced repetition has been
shown to facilitate memorization.

And lastly, have fun. When you enjoy studying and learning, your memory cooperates.

If you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact me at
eugenia@properrussian.com.

Sincerely yours,
Eugenia Vlasova
ProperRussian.com



вложить душу

/vɫɐˈʐɨdʲ ˈduʂʊ/

verb, perfective

lit. to put one's soul into smth; to devote
oneself to something, to give something one's
heart

говорить под руку

/ɡəvɐˈrʲitʲ ˈpod‿rʊkʊ/

verb, imperfective

to give unsolicited comments while somebody
is working, to play a backseat driver

до поры до времени

/də‿pɐˈrɨ dɐ‿ˈvrʲemʲɪnʲɪ/

adverb

for the time being, in the meantime, until the
(right) time comes

кудн ни шло

/kʊˈda nʲɪ‿ˈʂɫo/

adverb

good enough; merely acceptable quality

нн одном дыхннии

/nɐ‿ɐˈdnom dɨˈxanʲɪɪ/

adverb

lit. in one breath; at one go

нн пнльцнх

/nɐ‿ˈpalʲt͡səx/

adverb

lit. on fingers; to explain or show something in a
very simple way

нн ровном месте

/nɐ‿ˈrovnəm ˈmʲesʲtʲɪ/

adverb

lit. on the flat ground; out of the blue, without
any reason

ни с того ни с сего

/nʲɪ‿s‿tɐˈvo nʲɪ‿sʲ‿sʲɪˈvo/

adverb

suddenly, unexpectedly, out of the blue

просто тнк

/ˈprostə ˈtak/

adverb

just like that; for no reason

худо-бедно

/ˌxudə ˈbʲednə/

adverb

lit. badly and poorly; somehow, merely, at the
very least
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